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	The School of Doubt conducts a parallel philological and philosophical examination

	of Cicero’s Academica, a work on Hellenistic epistemology written in

	the first half of 45 bce. The treatise has a unique history, insofar as fragments

	of two different versions are extant: the second of a two-volume first edition,

	a dialogue known as the Lucullus; and, forty-six paragraphs of the first book of

	a four-volume second edition, the Academic Books.1 Both versions ostensibly

	explore a controversy that divided Plato’s Academy at the turn of the first century

	bce, pitting Philo of Larissa against his pupil Antiochus of Ascalon. Their

	dispute was centered on a disagreement over the foundation of knowledge. As

	the story goes—a story in large part drawn from the pages of the Academica—

	Antiochus took issue with certain teachings of Philo’s Academy, whose tradition,

	developed during the school’s Hellenistic period, came to stand for the

	unknowability of all perceptual and conceptual objects (impressions, or visa)

	and for withholding assent to any such impression. These two postures, which

	defined Academic teaching in the third and second centuries bce, were known

	as akatalêpsia and epochê respectively.
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Financial Modeling in Excel For DummiesFor Dummies, 2017

	Make informed business decisions with the beginner's guide to financial modeling using Microsoft Excel


	Financial Modeling in Excel For Dummies is your comprehensive guide to learning how to create informative, enlightening financial models today. Not a math whiz or an Excel power-user? No problem! All you need is...
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Investigating Child Exploitation: The Internet, Law and Forensic ScienceAcademic Press, 2004
This work is the culmination of many years of study and work. During my undergraduate
and graduate work, my primary research interests revolved around
domestic violence, sexual assault, child abuse, and child exploitation. Feminism,
the Constitution, freedom of expression and privacy, politics, and the
dynamics of power are...
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Transactional Memory (Synthesis Lectures on Computer Architecture)Morgan Kaufmann, 2007
The advent of multicore processors has renewed interest in the idea of incorporating transactions into the programming model used to write parallel programs. This approach, known as transactional memory, offers an alternative, and hopefully better, way to coordinate concurrent threads. The ACI (atomicity, consistency, isolation) properties of...
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The Photoshop Elements 7 Book for Digital PhotographersNew Riders Publishing, 2009
 This book breaks new ground by doing something for digital photographers that’s never been done before—it cuts through the bull and shows you exactly “how to do it.” It’s not a bunch of theory; it doesn’t challenge you to come up with your own settings or figure things out on your own. Instead, it does...
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Accounting for Business StudiesRoutledge, 2003

	Businesses are complex, and, as a result, teachers face a difficult task developing students' understanding of how they work, especially in the global context. Accounting for Business Studies helps teachers focus on modern commercial issues and integrates accounting into business and management studies.

	
...
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Torque 3D Game Development CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Over 80 practical recipes and hidden gems for getting the most out of the Torque 3D game engine


	Overview

	
		Clear step-by-step instruction and practical examples to advance your understanding of Torque 3D and all of its sub-systems.
	
		Explore essential topics such as graphics, sound, networking...
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